LIABILITY RELEASE, DISCLAIMER, , AND DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT USE WAIVER
The undersigned would like to utilize the diagnostic testing equipment (Mustang Dynamometer) of
Countryside Classics for my automobile.
I understand that due to the nature of testing to be performed on my automobile by the undersigned,
there is a potential risk of damage to my automobile and its performance, and I am assuming this
risk.
I understand that Countryside Classics offers no warranty of any kind, whether expressed or implied,
as to the testing equipment. To the extent permitted by law, I agree that Countryside Classics total
liability, and my total recovery, for any damage to my automobile relating to or arising out of my use of
testing equipment to the total amount I paid for the testing.
I hereby agree to release, indemnify, and hold harmless Countryside Classics and its employees from
any liability for any claims or damages of any kind or description whatsoever other than the actual
amount I paid for the use of testing, even if caused by the negligence of Countryside Classics, its
employees, or agents.
In no event or under no circumstances shall Countryside Classics or Mustang Dynamometer be liable
for special, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages, including, without limitation, damage to
other property, inconvenience, loss of goodwill, lost profits or revenue, loss of use of my automobile,
cost of a substitute automobile, down time costs, other equipment costs, or any other legal theory.
I hereby waive the right I have to bargain for a different waiver liability. I have considered that if this
waiver of liability was not as broad as it is, the cost of the use of the diagnostic testing equipment
would be considerately more expensive and since I do not want to pay more for this diagnostic
testing equipment use, I waive my right to bargain for different waiver of liability terms.
The undersigned shall be responsible for any sales or use tax imposed on Countryside Classics as a
result of the undersigned's use of the testing equipment.
I understand that Countryside Classics offers a 30 day satisfaction adjustment to calibration related
issues. After 30 days expires, the customer will be held liable for cost incurred for tune calibration
related issues.

I understand that by signing this document, I authorize Countryside Classics to perform up to one
hour of diagnostics and repair (billed at $110/hr) should a minor mechanical issue prevent the tuning
calibration process to be completed.
I understand that the proper amount and type of fuel is needed to complete the diagnostic process.
Should additional fuel be needed to complete the diagnostic process, I authorize Countryside
Classics to ADD fuel to the vehicle at a cost of fuel PLUS $20.00 for technician labor.
I hereby authorize repair work to be done along with the necessary material, and hereby grant
Countryside Classics, its employees, or agents, permission to operate the car, truck or vehicle herein
described on streets, highways or elsewhere for the purpose of testing and/or inspection. An express
mechanics lien is hereby acknowledged on described automobile to secure the amount of repairs
thereto.
I understand that this is an important legal document and I have read and understand the entire
release before signing below.
Print Name: __________________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ______________________________
Please complete ALL of the following vehicle information below:
Vehicle Make: ____________________________________________________________
Vehicle Model & Year: ___________________________________________________
Engine Type: _____________________________________________________________
Rev Limit Requested: _____________________________________________________
Transmission: ____________________________________________________________
Auto or Manual: __________________________________________________________
Turbo, S.C. or N/A: _______________________________________________________
Tire Size: _________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your business! - Countryside Classics

